Pronouns Exercise

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate pronoun.

1. She .................................. cooked dinner.
   - herself
   - herselfs

2. I injured ................................ while playing.
   - me
   - myself

3. ........................................ of these arguments is valid.
   - Neither
   - Both
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4. The girl lost a ring ................................... was made of gold.

which

that

Either could be used here

5. This is my friend ................................. you met yesterday.

whom

which

who

6. The tiger ................................. was captured last month is now kept in a zoo.

that
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which

Either could be used here

7. I saw a man ................................ had lost his arms.

who

whom

whose

8. Abraham Lincoln was the best President ................................. ever ruled America.

who

that

Either could be used here
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9. The man ……………………… they caught was a thief.

- whom
- which

10. I saw a girl ……………………… eyes were green.

- who's
- whose
- that

11. …………………………… of these methods work.

- Either
- Neither
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Answers

1. She herself cooked dinner.

2. I injured myself while playing.

3. Neither of these arguments is valid.

4. The girl lost a ring which / that was made of gold.

5. This is my friend whom you met yesterday.

6. The tiger that / which was captured last month is now kept in a zoo.

7. I saw a man who had lost his arms.

8. Abraham Lincoln was the best President who / that ever ruled America.

9. The man whom they caught was a thief.

10. I saw a girl whose eyes were green.

11. Both of these methods work.